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Summary
Background Traditional approaches for surgical site infection (SSI) surveillance have deficiencies that delay detec-
tion of SSI outbreaks and other clinically important increases in SSI rates. We investigated whether use of optimised
statistical process control (SPC) methods and feedback for SSI surveillance would decrease rates of SSI in a network
of US community hospitals.

Methods We conducted a stepped wedge cluster randomised trial of patients who underwent any of 13 types of com-
mon surgical procedures across 29 community hospitals in the Southeastern United States. We divided the 13 proce-
dures into six clusters; a cluster of procedures at a single hospital was the unit of randomisation and analysis. In
total, 105 clusters were randomised to 12 groups of 8−10 clusters. All participating clusters began the trial in a 12-
month baseline period of control or “traditional” SSI surveillance, including prospective analysis of SSI rates and
consultative support for SSI outbreaks and investigations. Thereafter, a group of clusters transitioned from control
to intervention surveillance every three months until all clusters received the intervention. Electronic randomisation
by the study statistician determined the sequence by which clusters crossed over from control to intervention surveil-
lance. The intervention was the addition of weekly application of optimised SPC methods and feedback to existing
traditional SSI surveillance methods. Epidemiologists were blinded to hospital identity and randomisation status
while adjudicating SPC signals of increased SSI rates, but blinding was not possible during SSI investigations. The
primary outcome was the overall SSI prevalence rate (PR=SSIs/100 procedures), evaluated via generalised estimat-
ing equations with a Poisson regression model. Secondary outcomes compared traditional and optimised SPC sig-
nals that identified SSI rate increases, including the number of formal SSI investigations generated and deficiencies
identified in best practices for SSI prevention. This trial was registered at ClinicalTrials.gov, NCT03075813.

Findings Between Mar 1, 2016, and Feb 29, 2020, 204,233 unique patients underwent 237,704 surgical procedures.
148,365 procedures received traditional SSI surveillance and feedback alone, and 89,339 procedures additionally
received the intervention of optimised SPC surveillance. The primary outcome of SSI was assessed for all procedures
performed within participating clusters. SSIs occurred after 1171 procedures assigned control surveillance (preva-
lence rate [PR] 0.79 per 100 procedures), compared to 781 procedures that received the intervention (PR 0¢87 per
100 procedures; model-based PR ratio 1.10, 95% CI 0.94−1.30, p =0.25). Traditional surveillance generated 24 for-
mal SSI investigations that identified 120 SSIs with deficiencies in two or more perioperative best practices for SSI
prevention. In comparison, optimised SPC surveillance generated 74 formal investigations that identified 458 SSIs
with multiple best practice deficiencies.
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Interpretation The addition of optimised SPC methods and feedback to traditional methods for SSI surveillance led
to greater detection of important SSI rate increases and best practice deficiencies but did not decrease SSI rates.
Additional research is needed to determine how to best utilise SPC methods and feedback to improve adherence to
SSI quality measures and prevent SSIs.
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Research in context

Evidence before this study

Traditional methods for surgical site infection (SSI) sur-
veillance at acute care hospitals have major deficiencies
that can lead to delayed or failed detection of important
SSI rate increases. Statistical process control (SPC) meth-
ods have potential to improve surveillance of healthcare
processes and outcomes such as SSIs and decrease rates
of healthcare-associated infections (HAIs). We searched
PubMed, ClinicalTrials.gov, and the ISRCTN registry with-
out language restriction using the terms (“statistical pro-
cess control” OR “control charts”) AND “trial” for peer-
reviewed studies published before March 1, 2022. Many
groups have used SPC methods to monitor the success
of healthcare quality improvement interventions, often
via quasi-experimental and other uncontrolled studies.
However, we found only seven randomised trials that
utilised SPC, and only two of these trials analysed the
effect of feedback from control charts on HAI rates or
surgical outcomes. The first study showed that use of
SPC decreased rates of ward-acquired Staphylococcus
aureus colonisation or infection among a cohort of 24
hospitals in the United Kingdom, but this decrease was
not statistically significant compared to the decrease
reported on control wards. The second study was per-
formed at 40 hospitals in France and demonstrated that
the implementation of control charts with feedback to
surgical teams was associated with a decrease in major
adverse events after gastrointestinal tract surgery. The
investigators did not report the impact of the interven-
tion on SSI rates as an individual outcome.

Added value of this study

Our study was the first randomised trial designed to
assess the impact of SPC methods on SSI surveillance
and SSI rates. In a stepped-wedge cluster randomised
trial, we analysed 237,704 surgical procedures per-
formed over four years within a large network of com-
munity hospitals in the Southeastern United States. The
addition of optimised SPC methods to traditional SSI
surveillance methods was associated with markedly
greater detection of clinically important SSI rate
increases and deficiencies in best practices for SSI pre-
vention; however, improved surveillance did not lead to
a decrease in SSI rates. These findings emphasise that
enhanced SSI surveillance must be coupled with effec-
tive feedback of increased SSI rates to surgical person-
nel and implementation of perioperative practice
changes to decrease risk of SSI.

Implications of all the available evidence

Our trial adds to the findings of smaller, retrospective
studies that showed potential for optimised SPC surveil-
lance to outperform traditional surveillance methods in
detecting important increases in SSI rates. Furthermore,
our study demonstrates the feasibility and value of pro-
spective use of SPC surveillance for a broad range of
surgical procedures performed across a large network
of hospitals. Finally, our trial illustrates the potential for
disconnect between performance of SSI surveillance
and SSI outcomes. The lack of improvement in SSI rates
in our study indicates that further research is needed to
determine how to best utilise SPC methods to improve
adherence to SSI quality measures and prevent SSIs.
Introduction
Surgical site infections (SSIs) are among the most com-
mon and costly healthcare-associated infections (HAIs)
in the world.1−3 In the United States alone, over
150,000 SSIs occur each year, accounting for over $3
billion in annual healthcare expenditures.4−6 Patients
in low- and middle-income countries experience even
greater SSI burdens due to increased risk of SSI and the
impact of associated expenditures.7,8 In addition to
increased costs, patients with SSIs incur longer hospi-
talisations and increased mortality compared to patients
who do not develop SSIs.4,9 As a result, hospitals devote
considerable resources to SSI prevention.10 However,
while hospitals have improved compliance with core
process measures designed to prevent SSI, these
improvements have not reliably decreased SSI rates.11,12
www.thelancet.com Vol 54 December, 2022
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Therefore, development of new strategies to prevent
SSIs represents an important unmet need.

One traditional intervention found to decrease SSI
risk involves the coupling of SSI surveillance and associ-
ated feedback to surgical personnel.13−15 However, the
traditional approach for SSI surveillance has major defi-
ciencies that can lead to delayed or failed detection of
important SSI rate increases or outbreaks, precluding
timely feedback and investigation. For example, tradi-
tional statistical techniques require aggregation of SSI
data over time, delaying analysis until sufficient data
accumulate (e.g., each year).16,17 Also, comparisons to
static external benchmarks, such as past SSI rates pub-
lished in national or international surveys18−20 may not
detect important changes in SSI rates experienced by
individual hospitals.21 Therefore, infection prevention
personnel often initiate SSI outbreak investigations
months after SSI rates first increase.22

Statistical process control (SPC) is an analytic
approach that has successfully been used to decrease
HAI rates23,24 and addresses important shortcomings
of traditional SSI surveillance.21 SPC combines time
series analysis methods and graphical presentation of
data to help determine in near real time whether data
exhibit natural variation within probabilistic thresholds
or unnatural variation representing statistically signifi-
cant changes.16,25 We previously performed a large-scale
empirical optimisation study in a large network of US
community hospitals that identified simultaneous use
of two moving average (MA) SPC charts to be the most
effective SPC strategy in this setting for detection of
important SSI rate increases.21,26 When applied retro-
spectively to 30 previously investigated SSI outbreaks,
this chart combination identified each outbreak, typi-
cally several months earlier than traditional surveil-
lance.22 We therefore hypothesised that prospective use
of the same optimised SPC approach in addition to tra-
ditional SSI surveillance would decrease rates of SSI
compared to use of traditional surveillance methods
alone.

We report a stepped wedge cluster randomised trial
(SW-CRT) designed to assess the impact of SSI surveil-
lance with optimised SPC methods and feedback on
SSI rates.
Methods

Study design and participants
We performed a stepped wedge cluster randomised con-
trolled intervention trial within the Duke Infection Con-
trol Outreach Network (DICON), a community hospital
network in the Southeastern United States.27

We evaluated all 32 acute care DICON hospitals that
had been members of DICON for at least two years and
performed any of 13 types of targeted surgical proce-
dures for potential study participation. We divided the
www.thelancet.com Vol 54 December, 2022
13 targeted surgical procedures into six types of clusters
that included procedures typically performed by the
same surgical specialists, including cardiothoracic, gas-
trointestinal, joint, obstetrics and gynecology, spine,
and vascular clusters (appendix p 3). Clusters were eligi-
ble for study inclusion if they included at least 100 total
procedures and three SSIs over the three calendar years
prior to randomisation. All procedures performed
within participating clusters were included in the study.
Letters of support were required from participating hos-
pitals prior to randomisation.

A cluster of procedures at a single hospital was the
unit of randomisation and analysis, and 105 total clus-
ters across 29 hospitals were randomised to 12 groups
of 8−10 clusters. The order of the initiation of the SPC
surveillance intervention was randomised and serially
implemented until all 12 groups of clusters had received
the intervention. Per SW-CRT design,28,29 after a base-
line period of 12 months, one group of clusters sequen-
tially crossed over from control to intervention during
each of 12 steps that occurred every three months. The
study ended after the 12th and final three-month active
study period was complete (Figure 1). Clusters that were
randomised to the intervention received feedback from
optimised SPC surveillance and traditional surveillance
methods, whereas clusters randomised to the control
arm received feedback from traditional surveillance
methods alone.

Cluster randomised design was chosen to ensure
that procedures associated with the same surgeons,
operating room personnel, and SSI prevention interven-
tions were grouped together to limit contamination
between intervention and control clusters within the
same hospital. Stepped wedge design was utilised to
achieve target statistical power, which was not possible
with parallel design for the number of hospitals and
clusters available in the network.30 We implemented
the stepped wedge unidirectional crossover design
because crossover from intervention to control would
have required a prolonged washout period to reduce
contamination from the intervention after crossover.31

No study interventions were performed on individ-
ual patients, and patients undergoing surgery at partici-
pating hospitals were not consented. Institutional
review boards at Duke University Health System and
Northeastern University determined this trial to be
exempt research. The trial protocol was summarised in
a peer-reviewed report,32 and the full protocol is avail-
able online (https://dcasip.medicine.duke.edu/
research/clinical-trial-protocols).

Randomisation and masking
The primary investigator (DA) recruited hospitals. The
statistician (YL) performed the randomisation and allo-
cation sequence using computer-generated random
numbers. Randomisation was designed to allow a maxi-
mum of one cluster per hospital to cross over to the
3
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Figure 1. Schematic for stepped wedge design.
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intervention at each step. Study epidemiologists (DA
and AB) were blinded to hospital identity and cluster
randomisation status during weekly adjudication of sig-
nals generated by SPC surveillance. All other study and
local hospital personnel except for the study coordinator
(KF) were blinded to cluster randomisation status. The
study coordinator (KF) assigned clusters to interven-
tions per the randomisation scheme.

Procedures
During the baseline and active study periods, regardless
of randomisation status, all clusters of procedures con-
tinued to receive traditional SSI surveillance routinely
performed in DICON. Traditional surveillance included
prospective data entry into the DICON Surgical Data-
base for each surgery performed. This limited database
contained 12 variables for all surgical procedures and
five additional variables for procedures complicated by
SSI (appendix p 4). Experienced DICON infection pre-
ventionists validated data and adjudicated SSIs based
upon NHSN criteria.33 This database was updated at
least weekly at participating hospitals. DICON also sent
biannual SSI reports to study hospitals that included
SSI data analyses for each procedure performed, includ-
ing SSI rate comparisons to similarly sized DICON hos-
pitals. In addition, study hospitals detected potential
SSI rate increases or outbreaks when concerns were
reported by infection preventionists, hospital epidemiol-
ogists, surgeons, or other local hospital personnel. SSI
concerns for a specific hospital and procedure identified
by traditional surveillance were defined as “traditional
signals.” One of three infectious diseases epidemiolo-
gists adjudicated each traditional signal by determining
whether the signal and associated SSIs required
“action” or “no action.” This decision was based on the
number, timing, and type of SSIs; SSI rates; pathogens
responsible for SSIs; and number of surgeons involved.

Throughout all 12 active study periods, clusters of
procedures randomised to the intervention were moni-
tored by traditional surveillance and the addition of opti-
mised SPC surveillance. Optimised SPC surveillance
involved use of two previously validated moving average
(MA) standardised p-type charts.26 The first chart used
an external baseline calculated from network-wide SSI
data on the procedure undergoing surveillance, and the
second chart used a baseline calculated from procedure-
specific data from the single hospital being analysed.
Both charts utilised rolling baseline windows, control
limits of §1 standard deviation, and other chart charac-
teristics as previously described.22 SSI data for each pro-
cedure under surveillance were plotted with monthly
resolution. Any data point above the rolling upper control
limit on either chart indicated detection of a potentially
important SSI rate increase and was considered an “SPC
signal,” which required evaluation (appendix p 17).

The optimised SPC methods were applied weekly to
Surgical Database SSI data on all clusters of procedures
throughout all 12 active study periods, regardless of ran-
domisation status. The research coordinator assigned
SPC signals for adjudication that were associated with
new SSIs reported after the prior week’s SPC analysis.
Other signals that were not associated with new SSIs
were excluded from adjudication. The coordinator then
blinded hospital identification and sent signals requir-
ing adjudication to study epidemiologists. One of two
epidemiologists adjudicated SPC signals each week by
reviewing associated SSI data and deciding whether sig-
nals required “action” or “no action,” using the same
www.thelancet.com Vol 54 December, 2022
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criteria employed to adjudicate traditional signals. Inter-
rater reliability was assessed with a kappa statistic. For
signals randomised to intervention and requiring
action, a study epidemiologist was unblinded to the sig-
nal hospital to facilitate initial investigation. For signals
randomised to control surveillance, the coordinator
recorded adjudications but did not unblind epidemiolo-
gists nor take further action (appendix p 18).

In response to traditional signals or SPC signals
randomised to intervention that were adjudicated to
receive action, DICON and local hospital personnel
evaluated signals via the same standardised approach
(appendix p 18). DICON epidemiologists first
reviewed detailed Surgical Database variables on all
recent SSIs associated with the hospital/procedure
(appendix p 4), both SPC charts generated by the hos-
pital/procedure signal month (appendix p 17), SSI
rates for the hospital and procedure responsible for
the signal, surgeon-specific SSI rates, and DICON
benchmark SSI rates for the same procedure. If fur-
ther evaluation was deemed necessary after reviewing
these additional data, the epidemiologist discussed
the signal data with the appropriate DICON and local
hospital infection preventionists. If indicated based
on these discussions, DICON epidemiologists and
infection preventionists launched formal SSI investi-
gations. SSI investigations included multiple steps,
such as analysis of detailed SSI line listings, meetings
with surgical personnel, operating room observations,
written investigation summaries and recommenda-
tions, and support for implementation of recom-
mended interventions (appendix p 18).

SSIs were prospectively defined using standard
NHSN definitions.33 Complex SSIs included SSIs that
were either deep-incisional or organ/space SSIs. SSIs
that occurred at the same site and depth as prior infec-
tions documented to be present at time of surgery were
excluded from SSI rate calculations and models. An
important increase in SSI rate for a hospital/procedure
was defined as presence of either a corresponding tradi-
tional or SPC signal that was adjudicated by a study epi-
demiologist to receive further evaluation. The signal
generated a formal SSI investigation if additional inves-
tigation was pursued after discussion between a study
epidemiologist and the DICON and local hospital infec-
tion preventionists. Preventability score for each SSI ana-
lysed with line listing was defined as the percentage of
ten core SSI prevention perioperative best practices rec-
ommended by consensus guideline committees1,2,4,10 that
were not appropriately completed.34 Best practices
included four aspects of perioperative antimicrobial pro-
phylaxis;35 skin antisepsis; maintenance of normothermia;
use of supplemental oxygen in patients undergoing gen-
eral anaesthesia and tracheal intubation; glycemic control;
use of a perioperative checklist; and, for colon surgery,
use of both preoperative oral antibiotics and mechanical
bowel preparation (appendix p 5).
www.thelancet.com Vol 54 December, 2022
Outcomes
The primary endpoint was prespecified as the overall
SSI prevalence rate (PR), calculated as the number of
SSIs per 100 procedures. SSI PR stratified by type of
SSI (superficial-incisional or complex) was a secondary
outcome. Other prespecified secondary outcomes com-
pared traditional and optimised SPC signals, including
number of signals and signal rate; proportion of signals
adjudicated to receive further evaluation; number of for-
mal SSI investigations generated; time from signal
identification to completion of SSI investigations; tim-
ing of true positive signals; and proportion of SSIs
deemed to be potentially preventable, based on deficien-
cies in SSI prevention best practices and preventability
scores.

Statistical analysis
The sample size calculation utilised up to three years of
SSI data (2011−2013) from 101 clusters of surgical pro-
cedures performed at the 29 DICON hospitals that par-
ticipated in the study. These pilot data included 1622
SSIs that occurred after 154,554 total procedures (overall
PR 1.05 per 100 procedures; average PR per cluster 1.33
per 100 procedures). Power was estimated via a simula-
tion study where for each cluster, log (SSI PR) was gen-
erated from a multivariate normal distribution with
four assumptions: 1) cluster-specific SSI PRs during
control surveillance periods are equal to pilot data SSI
PRs; 2) residual variance for log (SSI PR) of 0.76; 3)
within-cluster variation of 0.36; and 4) between-cluster
correlation of 0.39 in the same time period and 0.20 in
different periods. Based on these parameters obtained
from the pilot data, a study with 101 clusters in 29 hos-
pitals, 12 periods, and an average of 127 procedures per
cluster in each three-month period would have 90%
power to detect a 25% decrease in the SSI PR for clus-
ters randomised to SPC surveillance and feedback.

The primary outcome was analysed using general-
ised estimating equations with a Poisson regression
model. Cluster was the unit of analysis, and the model
included effects for intervention status and for each
time period using indicator variables. To account for
potential residual confounding, the model was also
adjusted for hospital and for the cluster-level summaries
of the three components of the NHSN risk index:
median wound class, median American Society of Anes-
thesiologists Physical Status Classification System
score, and mean operative duration.18 The model uti-
lised data from all time periods, including the baseline
period, which was considered to contain four three-
month periods. To account for within-cluster correlation
over time, exchangeable working correlation structure
was used. We additionally considered negative binomial
and overdispersed Poisson distributions, as well as inde-
pendent and AR(1) working correlation structures; the
final model was selected based on the quasi-information
criterion and the mean squared error. The same
5
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approach was used to analyse the secondary outcomes
of SSI PRs stratified by type of SSI, except independent
working correlation structure was chosen for analysis of
superficial-incisional SSIs. Finally, we analysed the
effect of the intervention on the primary outcome by
cluster type by including the interaction between the
intervention status and cluster type in the models.

Detection and timing of traditional signals that were
adjudicated as true positive signals requiring further
action was compared to SPC signal detection for the
same hospital/procedure combination. SPC signals that
occurred within 12 months before or after true positive
traditional signals were considered to have detected the
same important SSI rate increase.22 Procedure months
of surveillance were calculated by multiplying the sum
of the number of procedure types under surveillance at
each hospital by the duration of surveillance in months.
For calculations of rates of SSI investigations, procedure
months were subtracted for hospital/procedure combi-
nations that were receiving active investigation and not
capable of generating new SSI investigations. The
remaining secondary outcomes were analysed with
summary statistics.

Surgical data for all study procedures were maintained
in the DICON Surgical Database, which was stored in
Microsoft SQL Server 2014 (Microsoft, Redmond, WA).
The dual SPC charts used in this study were applied to
SSI data in the Surgical Database Data using MATLAB
version R2017a (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA). Data
related to signal evaluation and SSI investigations were
collected and managed using REDCap (Research Elec-
tronic Data Capture) version 10.0.30, hosted at Duke Uni-
versity.36 Analysis was performed in SAS version 9.4
(SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA). A data monitoring
committee was not used. The trial was registered at Clini-
calTrials.gov (NCT03075813).

Role of the funding source
The funder of the study had no role in study design,
data collection, data analysis, data interpretation, or
writing of the report.
Results
Among 29 participating hospitals, all 105 clusters that
met inclusion criteria were randomly assigned to one of
12 dates to implement the SPC SSI surveillance inter-
vention. The 12-month baseline period included data
collected from Mar 1, 2016, to Feb 28, 2017, and the 36
months of active study periods spanned from Mar 1,
2017, to Feb 29, 2020. SSI rate data from 6 randomised
clusters were completely excluded from the analysis
because SSI reporting ceased for procedures within
these clusters prior to the start of the active study. Addi-
tionally, SSI rate data from 7 clusters were excluded at
timepoints during active study periods when SSI report-
ing of numerators and denominators for associated
procedures was terminated. Between Mar 1, 2016, and
Feb 29, 2020, 204,233 unique patients underwent
237,704 surgical procedures at participating clusters. In
total, 148,365 procedures were performed in clusters
receiving traditional surveillance and feedback alone,
and 89,339 procedures were performed in clusters rand-
omised to additionally receive the intervention of opti-
mised SPC for SSI surveillance (Figure 2, appendix p 6
and p 19).

Patients in both study arms had similar age and sex
distributions. Distribution of the 13 procedure types,
NHSN risk index, and risk index components were also
similar across both groups. For the overall cohort, her-
niorrhaphy (n = 41,840; 17.6%), knee prosthesis surgery
(n = 40,361; 17.0%), and Cesarean section (n = 32,873;
13.8%) were performed most frequently (Table 1).

For clusters assigned to control SSI surveillance, a
total of 1171 SSIs occurred after 148,365 procedures (PR
0.79 per 100 procedures). In comparison, for clusters
that received intervention surveillance, 781 SSIs
occurred after 89,339 procedures (PR 0.87 per 100 pro-
cedures; model-based PRR 1.10, 95% CI 0.94−1.30;
p =0.25). For clusters receiving the intervention, SSI
rates were also slightly higher than control cluster rates
for complex SSIs (PRR 1.09, 95% CI 0.89−1.34;
p =0.40) and superficial SSIs (PRR 1.26, 95% CI 1.00−
1.58; p =0.07), but these differences were not statisti-
cally significant (Table 2). In exploratory subgroup anal-
ysis, the effect of the intervention did not differ based
upon cluster type (p =0.53) (appendix p 7).

Traditional SSI surveillance identified 38 total sig-
nals that were adjudicated over 8244 procedure-months
of traditional surveillance performed during the 36
months of active study periods (signal rate: 0.06 signals
per 12 procedure-months of traditional surveillance). Of
the 38 total signals, 30 were adjudicated to be true posi-
tive signals (positive predictive value, 78.9%) and
receive further action, including 24 signals that ulti-
mately triggered formal SSI investigations over 7583
procedure-months capable of generating SSI investiga-
tions (investigation rate: 0.04 investigations per 12 pro-
cedure-months of traditional surveillance); four of 30
true positive signals were excluded because investiga-
tions for the associated hospital/procedure were already
in progress (Figure 3). Median time from traditional sig-
nal identification to completion of the 24 SSI investiga-
tions was 185 days (IQR, 122−242 days). Of the 30 true
positive traditional signals, optimised SPC methods
detected 28 signals (sensitivity of SPC for detection of
traditional signals, 93.3%), including detection of 21
(70.0%) signals prior to traditional surveillance detec-
tion by a median of 215 days (IQR, 72−343 days) (appen-
dix p 9). The two traditional signals not detected by SPC
were adjudicated to receive action due to the pathogen
profile and surgeon-specific SSI rates, respectively.

Optimised SPC surveillance identified 531 total sig-
nals requiring adjudication over 4452 procedure-
www.thelancet.com Vol 54 December, 2022



Figure 2. Trial profile.
SSI = surgical site infection.
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months of intervention surveillance (signal rate: 1.43
signals per 12 procedure-months of SPC surveillance).
Of the 531 total signals, 317 were adjudicated to be true
positive signals (positive predictive value, 59.7%) and
require further action, including 74 signals that led to
formal SSI investigations over 3918 procedure months
capable of generating SSI investigations (investigation
rate: 0.23 investigations per 12 procedure-months of
SPC surveillance); 203 duplicate signals were excluded
due to ongoing (n = 163) or recently completed (n = 40)
investigations (Figure 3, appendix p 20). Median time
from SPC signal identification to completion of the 74
SSI investigations was 163 days (IQR, 97−262 days).

Of the 98 formal SSI investigations, 96 (98.0%)
investigations involved detailed line listing for 643 SSIs,
including 136 (21.2%) SSIs linked to 24 traditional sig-
nals and 507 (78.8%) SSIs associated with 72 SPC sig-
nals. Compliance with ten core perioperative best
practices for SSI prevention ranged from 12.9% for
combined use of oral antibiotics and bowel preparation
prior to colon surgery to 89.9% for appropriate periop-
erative antibiotic choice. The distribution of best
www.thelancet.com Vol 54 December, 2022
practice deficiencies was similar for SSIs analysed dur-
ing investigations initiated by traditional and SPC sur-
veillance, and the median preventability score was 37.5
for SSIs in both groups. However, despite nearly twice
as many surveillance months of traditional surveillance,
the absolute number of deficiencies uncovered by SPC-
generated investigations was several fold higher than
deficiencies recognised during investigations linked to
traditional surveillance. In fact, 120 (88.2%) of 136 SSIs
analysed during investigations initiated by traditional
surveillance had deficiencies in at least two best practi-
ces, compared to 458 (90.3%) of 507 SSIs linked to
SPC-generated investigations (Table 3).

SSI investigations were multifaceted and, in addition
to line listing, typically included meetings with local
infection prevention teams (n = 76/98; 77.6%). All but
one investigation yielded written reports with specific
recommendations for decreasing SSI risk, often includ-
ing strategies to improve adherence to core best practi-
ces for SSI prevention. However, while these
recommendations usually targeted infection prevention
committees (n =82/97; 84.5%) and operating room
7



Control surveillance
(n=148,365 procedures)

Intervention surveillance
(n=89,339 procedures)

Number of unique patients 129,997 (88%) 74,236 (83%)

Age, yearsa 55.9 (17.8) 56.5 (17.7)

Sex

Female 81,139/129,997 (6.4%) 42,388/74,236 (57.1%)

Male 48,830/129,997 (37.6%) 31,843/74,236 (42.9%)

Missing 28/129,997 (<0.1%) 5/74,236 (<0.1%)

Number of procedures per cluster 850 (402−1666) 521 (240−1574)

Procedure type

Abdominal hysterectomy 8953 (6.0%) 4836 (5.4%)

Cardiac surgeryb 1517 (1.0%) 1036 (1.2%)

Coronary artery bypass graft 3372 (2.3%) 1902 (2.1%)

Carotid endarterectomy 1209 (0.8%) 760 (0.9%)

Cesarean section 22,046 (14.9%) 10,827 (12.1%)

Colon surgery 7723 (5.2%) 8046 (9.0%)

Herniorrhaphy 21,141 (14.2%) 20,699 (23.2%)

Hip prosthesis 19,127 (12.9%) 8995 (10.1%)

Knee prosthesis 27,790 (18.7%) 12,571 (14.1%)

Laminectomy 15,526 (10.5%) 8520 (9.5%)

Peripheral vascular bypass surgery 677 (0.5%) 535 (0.6%)

Spinal fusion 16,078 (10.8%) 9540 (10.7%)

Vaginal hysterectomy 3206 (2.2%) 1072 (1.2%)

NHSN risk index

0 59,641 (40.2%) 33,833 (37.9%)

1 73,600 (49.6%) 43,649 (48.9%)

2 14,542 (9.8%) 11,258 (12.6%)

3 582 (0.4%) 597 (0.7%)

Missing 0 (0%) 2 (<0.1%)

ASA score

1 (no systemic disease) 4969 (3.3%) 3385 (3.8%)

2 (mild systemic disease) 68,079 (45.9%) 39,121 (43.8%)

3 (severe systemic disease, not life threatening) 64,106 (43.2%) 39,899 (44.7%)

4 (severe systemic disease, life threatening) 11,056 (7.5%) 6799 (7.6%)

5 (moribund patient) 147 (0.1%) 122 (0.1%)

Missing 8 (<0.1%) 13 (<0.1%)

Wound class

Clean 103,876 (70.0%) 58,559 (65.5%)

Clean-contaminated 41,290 (27.8%) 27,525 (30.8%)

Contaminated 1605 (1.1%) 1311 (1.5%)

Dirty-infected 1577 (1.1%) 1396 (1.6%)

Missing 17 (<0.1%) 548 (0.6%)

Prolonged operative durationc 25,939 (17.5%) 18,430 (20.6%)

Table 1: Baseline characteristics of patients and procedures.
Data are n (%), mean (SD), n/N (%), or median (IQR). ASA = American Society of Anesthesiologists. NHSN=National Healthcare Safety Network.

a Age is given for unique patients. Missing data for age were excluded for 8 patients (6 patients who underwent procedures that received control surveillance

and 2 patients who underwent procedures that received intervention surveillance).
b Cardiac surgery included open chest procedures on the valves or septum of the heart.
c Procedures were prolonged if the operative duration was longer than the NHSN 75th percentile benchmark.
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leadership (n = 58/97; 59.8%), surgeons performing the
procedure under investigation were among the primary
recipients of recommendations less than half of the
time (n = 42/97; 43.3%). Furthermore, direct discussion
with surgeons occurred in only 16 (16.3%) investiga-
tions. While surgical teams made practice changes to
follow recommendations in 73 (75.3%) investigations,
all recommendations were followed for only 21 (21.6%)
investigations. These characteristics of SSI investiga-
tions were similar when stratified by investigations gen-
erated by traditional surveillance signals versus
optimised SPC signals (Table 4).
www.thelancet.com Vol 54 December, 2022



Control surveillance Intervention surveillance Adjusted estimatesc

SSIsa Procedures Unadjusted PRb SSIsa Procedures Unadjusted PRb PRR (95% CI) p value

All SSIs 1171 148,365 0.79 781 89,339 0.87 1.10 (0.94−1.30) 0.25

Complex SSIsd 739 148,365 0.50 472 89,339 0.53 1.09 (0.89−1.34) 0.40

Superficial SSIs 432 148,365 0.29 309 89,339 0.35 1.26 (1.00−1.58) 0.070

Table 2: Primary and secondary outcomes of surgical site infection prevalence rates.
PR = prevalence rate. PRR = prevalence rate ratio. SSI = surgical site infection.

a 214 SSIs that met present at time of surgery criteria were excluded, including 102 SSIs on the control arm (PR 0�07) and 112 SSIs on the intervention arm

(PR 0.13).
b Prevalence rates are given per 100 procedures performed.
c Models included effects for time period and intervention phase, and models were adjusted for hospital, median wound class, median American Society of

Anesthesiology score, and operation time score.
d Complex SSIs included deep-incisional and organ/space SSIs.

Figure 3. Flowcharts detailing all traditional signals (Panel A) and SPC signals on the intervention arm (Panel B) requiring
adjudication.

SPC = statistical process control; SSI = surgical site infection.
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Compliance with best practice

Traditional surveillance
(n=136 SSIs investigated)

Optimised SPC surveillance
(n=507 SSIs investigated)

Best practice

Choice of prophylactic antibiotic(s) 129/136 (94.9%) 449/507 (88.6%)

Timing of prophylactic antibiotic(s) 111/136 (81.6%) 423/507 (83.4%)

Weight-based dose of prophylactic antibiotic(s) 108/136 (79.4%) 449/507 (88.6%)

Redosing of prophylactic antibiotic(s)a 6/12 (50.0%) 38/65 (58.5%)

Skin antisepsis with appropriate agent 120/136 (88.2%) 408/507 (80.5%)

Maintenance of perioperative normothermia 84/136 (61.8%) 383/507 (75.5%)

Operative and postoperative supplemental oxygenb 12/83 (14.5%) 77/420 (18.3%)

Postoperative glucose monitoring and control 42/136 (30.9%) 222/507 (43.8%)

Use of SSI prevention checklist 44/136 (32.4%) 151/507 (29.8%)

Prophylactic oral antibiotics and mechanical bowel preparationc 0/0 ¢¢ 28/217 (12.9%)

Best practice deficiencies and preventability score

Procedures with at least 1 deficiency 134/136 (98.5%) 504/507 (99.4%)

Procedures with at least 2 deficiencies 120/136 (88.2%) 458/507 (90.3%)

Preventability scored 37.5 (25.0−50.0) 37.5 (25.0−44.4)

Table 3: Compliance with 10 core perioperative best practices for SSI prevention for SSIs investigated due to traditional surveillance
signals versus optimised SPC signals.
Data are n/N (%) or median (IQR). SPC = statistical process control. SSI = surgical site infection.

a Analysed for surgeries requiring redosing based on surgery duration and antibiotic(s) chosen.
b Analysed for surgeries requiring general anesthesia and mechanical intubation.
c Analysed for colon surgeries only.
d Percentage of 10 core SSI prevention best practices that were not appropriately completed.
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Discussion
In this large, multicentre cluster randomised trial with
stepped wedge design, the addition of optimised SPC
surveillance and feedback to traditional methods for SSI
surveillance did not lead to decreased SSI rates within a
large infection control network of community hospitals.
However, compared to traditional surveillance, opti-
mised SPC methods detected over three times as many
clinically important increases in SSI rates that required
detailed SSI investigations. Furthermore, SSI investiga-
tions generated by SPC signals uncovered nearly four
times as many SSIs that had multiple deficiencies in
best practices known to decrease SSI risk. Finally, opti-
mised SPC detected nearly all traditional surveillance
signals indicative of SSI rate increases, and SPC detec-
tion usually preceded traditional detection. In addition
to excellent sensitivity and timing of detection, opti-
mised SPC methods maintained reasonable positive
predictive value.

Our findings confirm the results of the retrospective
analyses we performed in the same network of hospi-
tals that led to the selection of optimised SPC methods
used in this trial.22,26 Our prior retrospective analysis
estimated that optimised SPC would have 90% sensi-
tivity and 56% positive predictive value in detecting
clinically important increases in SSI rates for hospital
and procedure combinations.26 Prospective evaluation
in this trial yielded similar performance characteris-
tics. Furthermore, for certain types of surgery,
including colon surgery, Cesarean section, and her-
niorrhaphy, SSI investigations were exclusively gener-
ated by SPC signals. Use of traditional surveillance
alone for these three procedure types would have led to
delayed or missed detection of 38 important SSI
increases that required formal investigation. Finally,
investigators in this study found the workload burden
of SPC surveillance to be quite manageable. For exam-
ple, based on our signal and investigation rates, a hos-
pital using these SPC surveillance methods would
expect on average to adjudicate fewer than two signals
per year per procedure type under surveillance. Per
procedure type, these signals would generate approxi-
mately one detailed SSI investigation every four years.

To our knowledge, our study is the first prospective
trial to evaluate the impact of optimised SPC methods
and feedback on a primary outcome of SSI rate. Prior
prospective studies have shown the potential for use of
SPC to decrease rates of hospital-acquired methicillin-
resistant Staphylococcus aureus23 and to monitor for
improvement in SSI rates following Cesarean sec-
tion.24 In addition, a recent cluster randomised trial
performed at 40 hospitals in France found that use of
SPC and feedback decreased rates of major adverse
events following gastrointestinal tract surgery; how-
ever, SSIs were analysed with other postoperative
severe complications, and the odds of this composite
endpoint were not different for intervention and con-
trol hospitals.37
www.thelancet.com Vol 54 December, 2022



Traditional surveillance
(n=24 SSI investigations)

Optimised SPC surveillance
(n=74 SSI investigations)

Procedure type investigated

Abdominal hysterectomy 4 (16.7%) 8 (10.8%)

Cardiac surgerya 0 (0%) 0 (0%)

Coronary artery bypass graft 4 (16.7%) 0 (0%)

Carotid endarterectomy 0 (0%) 0 (0%)

Cesarean section 0 (0%) 11 (14.9%)

Colon surgery 0 (0%) 20 (27.0%)

Herniorrhaphy 0 (0%) 7 (9.5%)

Hip prosthesis 5 (20.8%) 8 (10.8%)

Knee prosthesis 5 (20.8%) 9 (12.2%)

Laminectomy 2 (8.3%) 3 (4.1%)

Peripheral vascular bypass surgery 0 (0%) 2 (2.7%)

Spinal fusion 2 (8.3%) 6 (8.1%)

Vaginal hysterectomy 2 (8.3%) 0 (0%)

Primary reason for investigation

Persistent SSI rate elevation 4 (16.7%) 16 (21.6%)

Rapid SSI rate elevation 8 (33.3%) 37 (50.0%)

Elevated surgeon-specific SSI rates 10 (41.7%) 15 (20.3%)

Pathogen profile 2 (8.3%) 6 (8.1%)

Investigation actions taken by study teamb

Phone call or meeting with hospital infection prevention teams 14 (58.3%) 62 (83.8%)

Phone call or meeting with operating room staff 10 (41.7%) 10 (13.5%)

Phone call or meeting with surgeon(s) 7 (29.2%) 9 (12.2%)

Detailed line listing 24 (100%) 72 (97.3%)

Step-by-step perioperative practice review 8 (33.3%) 35 (47.3%)

In-person hospital visit 9 (37.5%) 26 (35.1%)

In-person operative room observation 5 (20.8%) 7 (9.5%)

Written recommendations provided 24 (100%) 73 (98.6%)

Type of recommendations

Perioperative process improvement 22/24 (91.7%) 72/73 (98.6%)

Ongoing surveillance and feedback 16/24 (66.7%) 45/73 (61.6%)

Education of operating room staff 1/24 (4.2%) 13/73 (17.8%)

Patient-specific intervention 3/24 (12.5%) 14/73 (19.2%)

Groups targeted by recommendations

Infection prevention committee 17/24 (70.8%) 65/73 (89.0%)

Operating room leadership 15/24 (62.5%) 43/73 (58.9%)

Surgeons 11/24 (45.8%) 31/73 (42.5%)

Hospital leadership 11/24 (45.8%) 29/73 (39.7%)

Infectious diseases clinicians 3/24 (12.5%) 3/73 (4.1%)

Pharmacy committee 0/24 (0%) 3/73 (4.1%)

Other committeec 0/24 (0%) 2/73 (2.7%)

Implementation of recommendations

All recommendations implemented 6/24 (25.0%) 15/73 (20.5%)

Some recommendations implemented 18/24 (75%) 55/73 (75.3%)

No recommendations implemented 0/24 (0%) 3/73 (4.1%)

Days from signal identification to completion of investigation 185 (122−242) 163 (97−262)

Table 4: Characteristics of SSI investigations generated by traditional surveillance signals versus optimised SPC signals.
Data are n (%), n/N (%), or median (IQR). SPC = statistical process control; SSI = surgical site infection.

a Cardiac surgery included open chest procedures on the valves or septum of the heart.
b Investigation actions included steps that occurred after initial SSI data review and discussions with network and hospital infection preventionists, which

occurred in all investigations.
c Other committees targeted by recommendations included a performance improvement committee (n = 1) and a colon SSI prevention team (n = 1).
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Similarly, improved detection of clinically important
SSI rate increases and identification of deficiencies in
perioperative best practices for SSI prevention did not
translate into reduction in SSI rates in our trial. The dis-
crepancy between SSI detection and prevention empha-
sises that enhanced surveillance and associated
recommendations for improvement do not necessarily
result in improved outcomes.38,39 Specifically, this
dichotomy suggests that strategies for providing feed-
back and promoting changes in perioperative practices
employed in our trial were insufficient to consistently
decrease SSI risk. As a result, we identified two primary
areas for improvement in our approach for SSI investi-
gations. First, we recommend early and consistent
involvement of surgeons associated with SSIs being
analysed. For investigations that occurred during this
study, initial discussions, line listing analyses, and for-
mulation of recommendations often occurred without
direct involvement of surgeons. Lack of direct commu-
nication likely decreased surgeon perception of the
importance of the identified SSI rate increases, particu-
larly when rate increases were identified by automated
and external SPC surveillance rather than local hospital
recognition of a problem. Accordingly, hospitals did not
implement many of the recommendations provided to
decrease SSI risk. Second, we recommend engagement
of a local hospital perioperative team of designated
“champions” to assist with feedback of increased SSI
rates and implementation of practice changes designed
to decrease SSI risk. For SSI prevention, this team
would ideally include a local hospital surgeon cham-
pion, infection preventionist, and other member of the
perioperative team, such as an operating room anaes-
thesiologist or nurse. Dedicated champions, as utilised
by Duclos et al.,37 could help to engage key stakeholders,
interpret SPC charts and other surveillance findings,
and implement practice changes adapted for local hospi-
tal strengths and resources.

Importantly, rates of SSI have declined over time in
our community hospital network,40 and in both arms of
this study, overall SSI rates were less than 1%. The low
risk of SSI suggests that even with improved feedback of
SSI rates and adherence to best practices for SSI preven-
tion, true decreases in overall SSI rates in a multi-hospi-
tal network would likely be difficult to detect, requiring a
large study. In contrast, the rates of deficiencies in best
practices for SSI prevention were much higher than SSI
rates. Use of SPC as a quality tool to detect and monitor
for improvement in these process measure deficiencies
could promote implementation of more effective inter-
ventions designed to decrease risk of SSI. However,
using SPC to monitor performance measures as surro-
gates for SSI rates would require near real-time assess-
ment and documentation of compliance with best
practices, which was inconsistent across our network.

This study had several limitations. First, we evalu-
ated the addition of optimised SPC surveillance to well-
established traditional SSI surveillance measures per-
formed within a large community hospital infection
control network. The impact of SPC surveillance and
feedback could differ at hospitals or hospital networks
with different SSI epidemiology, baseline surveillance
practices, and compliance with best practices for SSI
prevention. We believe that optimised SPC methods
would also improve early identification of important
increases in SSI rates in other settings, however, which
investigators at one hospital demonstrated in a retro-
spective analysis.41 Second, initiating SPC surveillance
and linking SPC signals to SSI data to facilitate signal
adjudication required technical support at study onset.
This surveillance system also required timely entry of
SSI and surgical procedure data into the Surgical Data-
base to promote early detection of SSI rate increases.
Hospitals without adequate technical support or effi-
cient electronic SSI data entry would be less likely to
benefit from the enhanced detection provided by opti-
mised SPC. Third, SSI investigations initiated by SPC
signals likely prevented generation of some traditional
surveillance signals that would have subsequently
occurred if SSI rate increases for the same hospital and
procedure had not already been detected by SPC. Never-
theless, SPC surveillance did not affect traditional sur-
veillance for clusters randomised to the control arm,
and SPC surveillance more readily identified signals in
the control arm than traditional surveillance. Further-
more, early SPC signal detection among intervention
clusters cannot account for the magnitude of the dis-
crepancies between SSI investigations generated and
best practice deficiencies uncovered by SPC compared
to traditional surveillance. Fourth, SSI rate data from 7
clusters were excluded at time periods during the final
14 months of the study when associated hospitals termi-
nated SSI reporting for relevant procedures; however,
complete SSI data from the 92 other clusters that began
the trial were analysed, decreasing the chance that the
observed dropout in SSI reporting meaningfully
affected the reported results.

This randomised, multicentre SW-CRT assessed the
impact of optimised SPC surveillance and feedback on
SSI rates within a large infection control network of
community hospitals. Compared to traditional surveil-
lance, SPC methods more frequently detected impor-
tant SSI rate increases and associated deficiencies in
best practices for SSI prevention; however, feedback of
these data did not lead to decreases in SSI rates. Further
research is needed to determine the best application of
SPC methods and feedback to improve adherence to
SSI quality measures and prevent SSIs.
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